Diesel Cold Flow™ Anti-Gel with Lubricity, 30 Fl Oz
No. 05632 | Item# 1003834 | Case# 1003833

Product Description
A highly concentrated formula that inhibits gelling & improves flowability of diesel fuel in cold weather. Lowers the pour point by as much as 40 F. when used in the proper ratios.

Applications
For use in diesel engines.

Unit Package Description
1 Quart Can

Generic Description 1
Premium Anti Gel with Lubricity

Brand
CRC

Net Fill
30 Fl Oz

UPC Code
078254056326

Unit Dimensions
9.5H x 4.5W x 2.6D in

Units Per Case
12

Case Dimensions
16.3H x 9W x 9.4D in

Cases Per Pallet
50

Case Weight
23 lbs

I 2 of 5 Code
30078254056327

Appearance
Amber Liquid

Flash point (F)
87°F

Flash point (C)
31°C

Flammability Class - CPSC
Flammable

Spec Gravity Concentrate
0.88

Plastic Safe
No

DOT Proper Shipping Name
Flammable Liquids, N.O.S. (Xylene, Petroleum Naphtha), Limited Quantity

VOC % (Consumer Product def)
95.4

VOC g/L (Consumer Product def)
838.7

VOC lbs/gal (Consumer Prod def)
7.0
VOC Category
Not Regulated

Removal (How To)
Remove with Petroleum Distillates.

Treatment Ratio
Preventative Maintenance: 1 Qt treats 500 Gal, Pre-existing Condition: 1 Qt treats 125 Gal